OUTLINE

Po Yang and His Imprisonment
by Lynn Miles, L. M. Yao and K. H. Sun

(Formulated by Miles and modified by Sun during their meeting at Pittsburgh, Pa. on March 15, 1974. Miles agreed that he will do all the English writing and translation.)

I. General Introduction
   A lucid account of 5-10 pages. (Include a very brief biography, writings and arrest.) Yao will compose this.

II. Writings
   1. Introduction. (To be written by Yao based on materials from his article, Sun's various articles, and criticisms and compliments of others.)
   2. Selections
      A. Quotes from Po Yang. (Selected by Yao, slightly modified by Sun. Miles has it now.)
      B. A few typical selections of his essays. (To be selected by Sun.)

III. Arrest in Detail
   1. Po Yang's March 2, 1968 letter to Sun. (Mostly in Ronin, No. 8.) (Miles thought it was a good letter.)
   2. Indictment. (Translation by Prof. Peter Chen. Sent to Miles already.) (English needs to be smoothed.)
   3. Self-Defense. (Partly translated by Prof. Peter Chen. Sent to Miles already.)
IV. After

1. Sun's letters to Chiang. Received no response. (Already published in Chinese.)


3. Po Yang's poem ("In Neighboring Cell There Moans a Girl."
Translated by Miles.)

4. A few articles to be selected by Miles from the forthcoming Chinese book (in print).
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Po Yang and His Imprisonment
by Lynn Miles, L. M. Yao and K. H. Sun

I. The Arrest of Po Yang

(A lucid and systematic account of the arrest based on materials published in Ronin and the forthcoming Chinese book. Probably should be divided in several sections. To be written by Miles.)

II. Po Yang and His Writings

1. Introduction of Po Yang and His Writings

(To be written by Yao based on materials from his article and K. H. Sun's articles. To be translated by Miles.)

2. Excerpts of Po Yang's Writings

(To be translated by Miles.)

a. Some Selected Work

(Two or three of typical Po Yang's short articles - to be selected by K. H. Sun.) (Also include the poem "In Neighboring Cell There Moans A Girl").

b. Quotes from Po Yang.

(To be supplied by Yao and Sun based on materials from 柏楊語錄)
APPENDIX

1. Indictment of the Taiwan Military Prosecutor

   (Translated by Prof. Peter Chen. English to be "smoothed" by Miles.)

2. Po Yang's Self-Defense (A Part)

   (Translated by Prof. Peter Chen, English to be "smoothed" by Miles.)

3. Some Letters From Po Yang's Writer-Wife - Ai Mei

   (To be translated by Miles.)

4. May be some excerpts from the Congressional Record by Congressman Fraser.